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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

    Monday, 27th day of January, 2014 

                                               T.S NO-50/2010 

              Nasiot Sk and others  V/S  Abdul Sk and others  

 

This suit coming on for argument on –10/1/14  in presence of:- 

           Mr.                                                         LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

Mr. A. R Ahmed                                      LD advocate for the defendant 

 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

 

                       “This is a suit for declaration, cancellation and for injunction” 
1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that late Padura Sk, predecessor of plaintiffs; late 
Saforuddin Sk -predecessor of defendant no-1; Late Komuluddin -predecessor of 
defendants no-2(a) and 2(b); Late Jochimuddin predecessor of defendant 3(i) to (vii) were 
tenants under jotedar Mahendra Chakroborty for land measuring 16B  and each had ¼ 
share i.e 4B each specifically described in A schedule land of plaint. That predecessor of 
defendants no-4(i) to (iv) was near relative of the aforesaid 4 owners of A schedule land and 
they jointly gifted 2B of land to Kazimuddin Sk and delivered possession of donee, 
specifically shown in B schedule land. Accordingly Khatian no-14 of dag no-63 issued in 
their name. That donee late Kazimuddin Sk owned 2B in  A schedule land and plaintiffs , 
defendant no-1,2 and 3 each got 3 ½ Bighas of land in remaining part of A schedule land. 
That plaintiffs as the legal heirs of Late Padura Sk got their 3 ½ B of land two plots i.e 
schedule C and C(1), defendant no-1 got 3 ½ B in two plots in D & D(1) schedule, 
defendants no-2(a) and 2(b) got 3 ½ B shown in E schedule and defendants no-3(i) to 3(ii) 
got their share of 3 ½ B which is shown in schedule F &F(I) and predecessor of defendants 
no-4(i) to (iv) got B schedule land of plaint. Schedule B, C, C(1), D, D(1) , E, E(1) and F, 
F(1) are parts of A schedule land.  
That defendant no-1, from 3 ½ B of land sold 3B-2K-10L to defendant no-7,8&9 and now his 
share possessing by the purchaser and predecessor of defendant  defendants no-2(a) -2(b) 
sold out 3B of land to defendants no-5 and 6 and now the defendant no-2(a)&2(b) 
possessing only E(1) schedule of land. That predecessor of defendants no-3(i) to (vii) sold 
his entire share of 3 ½ B of land to defendant no-2(a) and plaintiffs no-1(a) to (b) from F and 
F(1) schedule land. That predecessor of defendants no-4(i) to (iv) sold 1B-3K-15L from B 
schedule land to defendant no-1,6 and plaintiff no-1(a) and remaining ¼ B possessing by 
defendants no-4(i). That plaintiffs got  C and C(1) schedule of land being legal heirs of  
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Mahiruddin and late Jamal Sk and plaintiff no-2(a) purchased D(1) &F(1) schedule land from 
defendant no-1 and Jochimuddin. That plaintiffs no-1(a)(b) purchased a part of F schedule 
land from Kazimuddin Sk and now the plaintiffs  become total 6B of land as described in G 
schedule  land. Accordingly the defendant no-2(a) and 2(b) being the legal heirs of late 
Kolumuddin sold 3B of 3 ½ B  to defendant no-5&6 and possessing only 2K-10L, but they 
illegally claiming G schedule of land and on-15/1/10, 2/2/10 threatened the plaintiff to 
dispossess the plaintiffs from suit G schedule land. Hence this suit filed by the plaintiffs for 
declaration of share amongst the co-khatiandars of khatian no-14, partition, separation of 
records, cancellation of revenue records if any made in the name of defendants no-2(a) (b) 
in collaboration with revenue staff.  
    
2.  The defendants no-5&6 contested the suit filling written statements both in law and facts. 
The defendant with the plea of maintainability, cause of action, non-joinder of necessary 
parties etc, denied entire averments of plaint save and except those are specifically 
admitted in the written statement. The defendants further pleaded that Padura Sk, 
Sofuruddin and Joshimuddin were the tenants in 16B under jotedar Mahendra Chakroborty, 
but the plaintiffs failed to mention the boundaries of respective schedules of land. The 
defendants above admitted that they purchased 3B of land from Korimulla Bepari vide 
registered deed no-3329/85 and 723/03 and further defendant Narayan Chandra Das 
purchased 2K-10L land from Foyesjuddin Sk vide deed no-736/96. That answering 
defendants possessed total land 3 ½ B of land in Khatian no-14, Dag No-63, Kheraj Meyadi 
Patta No-181, New Dag No-61 and they have no objection if they are favored with separate 
patta for their 3 ½ B of land. Upon the above defendants prayed to dismiss the suit with 
cost.  
3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:- 
 

             ISSUES                             

1. Whether the suit maintainable in law? 

2.  Is there is any cause of action for the suit? 

3. Whether the suit is barred under law of limitation? 

4. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of Nasimon Bewa, Rahima 

Bewa, Anima Bewa, Saharbhan Bewa, Keti Bewa, Sarbjan Bewa, 

Sukani Bewa as necessary parties? 

5. Whether predecessor of plaintiffs, defendants no-1 to 3 has 

owned four Bighas each land as described in schedule A of plaint? 

6. Whether the plaintiffs are owners of eight Bighas of land as 

described in schedule G of plaint? 

7. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to get a decree as prayed 

for? 

8. To what reliefs the plaintiff are entitled? 

 

4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the court. 
In the other hand defendants side not adduces any forms evidences before the court.  
  
5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendants side. I have also 
perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on records.   
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         DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----1111::::----             MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its present 
form. In the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and how the suit is not 
maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that defendant must raise all 
the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability of the suit. I also do not find 
anything in the suit which renders the suit is not maintainable. Hence the suit is 
maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff. 
 
7. ISSUE NO-2:- CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE SUIT 
This issue is relates to the cause of action for the suit. Defendants in their written 
statement pleaded that instant suit has no cause of action. I have carefully gone through 
the entire pleadings of both sides, where it appears that plaintiff in this suit claimed 
declaration of their right, title, interest over G schedule land along with other reliefs like 
partition, separation of records etc. The plaintiffs in this suit contended that suit land 
owned and possessed by them through purchase and inheritance from their 
predecessor. Now the defendants no-2(a) and (b) having no right, title, interest over G 
schedule of land or any part of it, illegally claiming and threatening to dispossess the 
plaintiffs from G schedule land.  The defendants  denied the entire averments of plaint 
and admitted the fact that they have acquired their right, title, interest and possession 
over land measuring an area of 3 ½ B through purchase. The averments of both sides 
gives raise a bona-fide dispute between the parties and that dispute requires 
adjudication in this suit.  
 A cause of action is bundle of facts affirmed by one party and denied by the other and 
such assertion and denial already found from the pleadings of both side. That shows 
this suit has cause of action. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of 
plaintiff. 
 
8.   ISSUE NO-3:-PLEA OF LIMITATION 
 The defendants in their written statement alleged that suit is bad under law of limitation, 
but they failed to plead specifically as to why the suit is barred under law of limitation. 
The defendants also failed to prove anything in this case, that can show that suit is 
barred under law of limitation. After consideration of entire case records and nature of 
dispute between the parties I also don't find anything on records which can prove the 
fact that this suit is barred under law of limitation. Hence this issue is answered in 
affirmative and in favor of plaintiffs. 
 
9. ISSUE NO-4:-NON-JOINDER OF NECESSARY PARTIES 
 
The defendants in their written statement alleges that suit is bad for non-joinder of the 
widow of late Mohiruddin named Nasiman Bewa, the widow of late Jamal Uddin named 
Rohima Bewa, the daughter of late Safaruddin named Amia Bewa, Sahabhan Bibi and 
daughter of late Komoluddin named Keti Bewa, Sarbhan Bewa, Sukani Bewa as parties to 
this suit. Now let us see who are those parties and why they are required to implead as 
necessary parties to this suit. As per the version of the plaintiffs, it has clear that late Padura 
Sk, predecessor of plaintiffs; late Saforuddin Sk -predecessor of defendant no-1; Late 
Komuluddin -predecessor of defendants no-2(a) and 2(b); Late Jochimuddin predecessor of 
defendant 3(i) to (vii) were tenants under jotedar Mahendra Chakroborty for land measuring 
16B  and each had ¼ share i.e 4B each specifically described in A schedule land of plaint 
and predecessor of defendants no-4(i) to (iv) was near relative of the aforesaid 4 owners of 
A schedule land and they jointly gifted 2B of land to Kazimuddin Sk and delivered 
possession to donee, specifically shown in B schedule land. Accordingly Khatian no-14 of 
dag no-63 issued in their name.  
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So, it is clear that Mahiruddin SK, Jamal Uddin Sk, the legal heirs of Padura Sk, Saforuddin 
Sk, predecessor of defendants no-2(a)-2(b), Kamaluddin SK and predecessor of defendants 
no-3(i)-3(vii) Jochimuddin were the original owners of the suit A schedule land and 
subsequently suit B schedule land was donated by them to predecessor of defendants no-
4(i) -4(iv) and accordingly all of them got 3 ½ B of share each. The plaintiffs further pleaded 
that the defendant no-1 sold his entire share of 3 ½ B, the defendants no-2 sold out 3B of 
land and remaining 2K-10L possessing by his legal heirs defendants no-2(a)-2(b), the 
defendant no-4 sold his 1B-3K-5L and possessing only 1K-5L and the purchaser of 
defendants no-1 to 4 possessing their purchase land also got their names mutated. But as 
the defendants no-2(a)&2(b) illegally claiming 4/5 B of land from the plaintiffs, this suit has 
been filed by the plaintiffs claiming reliefs of partition, declaration or right,title,interest, 
separation of records etc.  
Thus from the pleadings plaintiffs side it is clear that suit land originally belongs to 
predecessor of plaintiffs and defendants no-1 to 4. Now let us see in what way the  Nasiman 
Bewa, Rohima Bewa, Amia Bewa, Sahabhan Bibi , Keti Bewa, Sarbhan Bewa and Sukani 
Bewa connected with the suit land. From Para No-6 of written statement of defendants it 
reveals that Nasimon Bewa is the widow of late Mohiruddin, Rahima Bewa is the widow of 
Jamal Uddin, Amina Bewa and Sahbhan Bibi are the daughters of Safaruddin,  Keti Bewa, 
Sarbhan Bewa, Sukani Bewa are daughters of Kamuluddin. It has clear from the plaint that 
Mohiruddin and Jamaluddin are the son of Padura Sk, who was one of original owner of suit 
land amongst three of pattadar. It also clear that Safaruddin and Kamuluddin are the  the 
original  owner of suit A schedule land. The pleadings of plaintiffs clears the fact that suit 
land inherited by Mahiruddin, Jamaluddin from their father Padura Sk and Safurddin and 
Kamuluddin are the original owner of suit land. That clears the facts that  Nasiman Bewa, 
Rohima Bewa, Amia Bewa, Sahabhan Bibi , Keti Bewa, Sarbhan Bewa and Sukani Bewa 
have got their direct interest over the suit land and admittedly all of them not impleaded as 
party to this suit. PW-1 also in his cross-examination admitted the fact that all the above 
persons are the co-sharers of suit land and they have not made parties to this suit.  
In the light of all the discussion above it appears before the court that Nasiman Bewa, 
Rohima Bewa, Amia Bewa, Sahabhan Bibi , Keti Bewa, Sarbhan Bewa and Sukani Bewa 
are co-sharers of the suit land and they have got vested interest over the suit land. That 
clears that fact that in absence of Nasiman Bewa, Rohima Bewa, Amia Bewa, Sahabhan 
Bibi , Keti Bewa, Sarbhan Bewa and Sukani Bewa the dispute regarding the suit land could 
not be decide and if this court at this arrived at a final conclusion of dispute between the 
parties, then there is every chance to affects the interest of all above parties, who were not 
impleaded as parties to the suit. The nature of suit warrants the presence of all the co-
sharers of disputed property. 
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that this suit is 
bad for non-joinder of necessary parties for not impleading Nasiman Bewa, Rohima Bewa, 
Amia Bewa, Sahabhan Bibi , Keti Bewa, Sarbhan Bewa and Sukani Bewa. Hence this issue 
is answered in negative and against the plaintiffs.   
 
10.   ISSUE NO-6 RIGHT, TITLE, INTEREST OF PLAINTIFFS OVER G SCHEDULE 
LAND 
 This issue is crux point of this suit and fate of this issue will decide the fate of other issues, 
that is why this issue has been taken for discussion and decision prior to other issues. The 
plaintiffs brings instant suit claiming their right, title, interest over suit G schedule land 
contending that ate Padura Sk, predecessor of plaintiffs; late Saforuddin Sk -predecessor of 
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defendant no-1; Late Komuluddin -predecessor of defendants no-2(a) and 2(b); Late 
Jochimuddin predecessor of defendant 3(i) to (vii) were tenants under jotedar Mahendra 
Chakroborty for land measuring 16B  and each had ¼ share i.e 4B each specifically 
described in A schedule land of plaint. It is further pleaded by plaintiffs that  predecessor of 
defendants no-4(i) to (iv) was near relative of the aforesaid 4 owners of A schedule land and 
they jointly gifted 2B of land to Kazimuddin Sk and delivered possession to donee, 
specifically shown in B schedule land. Accordingly Khatian no-14 of dag no-63 issued in 
their name. That donee late Kazimuddin Sk owned 2B in  A schedule land and plaintiffs , 
defendant no-1,2 and 3 each got 3 ½ Bighas of land in remaining part of A schedule land. 
That plaintiffs as the legal heirs of Late Padura Sk got their 3 ½ B of land two plots i.e 
schedule C and C(1), defendant no-1 got 3 ½ B in two plots in D & D(1) schedule, 
defendants no-2(a) and 2(b) got 3 ½ B shown in E schedule and defendants no-3(i) to 3(ii) 
got their share of 3 ½ B which is shown in schedule F &F(I) and predecessor of defendants 
no-4(i) to (iv) got B schedule land of plaint. Schedule B, C, C(1), D, D(1) , E, E(1) and F, 
F(1) are parts of A schedule land. That defendant no-1, from 3 ½ B of land sold 3B-2K-10L 
to defendant no-7,8&9 and now his share possessing by the purchaser and predecessor of 
defendant  defendants no-2(a) -2(b) sold out 3B of land to defendants no-5 and 6 and now 
the defendant no-2(a)&2(b) possessing only E(1) schedule of land. That predecessor of 
defendants no-3(i) to (vii) sold his entire share of 3 ½ B of land to defendant no-2(a) and 
plaintiffs no-1(a) to (b) from F and F(1) schedule land. That predecessor of defendants no-
4(i) to (iv) sold 1B-3K-15Lfrom B schedule land to defendant no-1,6 and plaintiff no-1(a) and 
remaining ¼ B possessing by defendants no-4(i). That plaintiffs got  C and C(1) schedule of 
land being legal heirs of Mahiruddin and late Jamal Sk and plaintiff no-2(a) purchased D(1) 
&F(1) schedule land from defendant no-1 and Jochimuddin. That plaintiffs no-1(a)(b) 
purchased a part of F schedule land from Kazimuddin Sk and now the plaintiffs are become 
total 6B of land as described in G schedule  land. Accordingly the defendant no-2(a) and 
2(b) he legal heirs of late Kolumuddin sold 3B of 3 ½ B  to defendant no-5&6 and 
possessing only 2K-10L, but they illegally claiming G schedule of land and on-15/1/10, 
2/2/10 threatened the plaintiff to dispossess the plaintiffs from suit G schedule land. 
The averments of plaintiffs clears the fact that Mahiruddin SK, Jamal Uddin Sk, predecessor 
named Padura Sk, predecessor of defendant no-1, Saforuddin Sk, predecessor of 
defendants no-2(a)-2(b), Kamaluddin SK and predecessor of defendants no-3(i)-3(vii) 
Jochimuddin were the original owners of the suit A schedule land and subsequently suit B 
schedule land was donated by them to predecessor of defendants no-4(i) -4(iv) and 
accordingly all of them got 3 ½ B of share each. The plaintiffs further pleaded that the 
defendant no-1 sold his entire share of 3 ½ B, the defendants no-2 sold out 3B of land and 
remaining 2K-10L possessing by his legal heirs defendants no-2(a)-2(b), the defendant no-4 
sold his 1B-3K-5L and possessing only 1K-5L and the purchaser of defendants no-1 to 4 
possessing their purchase land also got their names mutated. But as the defendants no-
2(a)&2(b) illegally claiming 4/5 B of land from the plaintiffs, this suit has been filed by the 
plaintiffs claiming reliefs of partition, declaration or right,title,interest, separation of records 
etc. Hence the plaintiffs are have the burden to prove all the above facts before the court. 
Plaintiffs side to prove all such facts examined as many as six numbers of witnesses and 
exhibited seven numbers of documents before the court. 
 I have carefully gone through the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiffs side. The 
documentary evidences of plaintiffs side proves the fact that land measuring an area of 16B 
of khatian no-14, recorded in the name of Mahiruddin SK, Jamaluddin SK, both the are legal 
heirs Padura SK, Abdul SK legal heir of Safurruddin, Kazimuddin SK, Kamuluddin SK and 
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persons over land of patta no-118, dag no-63 and 61. Ext-1 & 2 documents supported and 
proved the fact that suit land as described in A schedule of plaint originally owned and 
possessed by the late Padura Sk, predecessor of plaintiffs; late Saforuddin Sk -predecessor 
of defendant no-1; Late Komuluddin -predecessor of defendants no-2(a) and 2(b); Late 
Jochimuddin predecessor of defendant 3(i) to (vii) were tenants  and each had ¼ share I.e 
4B each specifically described in A schedule land of plaint. But whether  predecessor of 
defendants no-4(i) to (iv) was near relative of the aforesaid 4 owners of A schedule land and 
they jointly gifted 2B of land to Kazimuddin Sk and delivered possession of donee, 
specifically shown in B schedule land, in that aspect plaintiffs side failed adduce any forms 
of evidences before the court. Ext-1 only indicates that the name of Kazimuddin has been 
recorded over the land of Khatian no-14.  
Now the plaintiffs has burden to prove the following facts before this court:- 

1. That predecessor of defendants no-3(i) to (vii) sold his entire share of 3 ½ B of land 
to defendant no-2(a) and plaintiffs no-1(a) to (b) from F and F(1) schedule land.  

2. That predecessor of defendants no-4(i) to (iv) sold 1B-3K-15L from B schedule land 
to defendant no-1,6 and plaintiff no-1(a) and remaining ¼ B possessing by 
defendants no-4(i). 

3.  That plaintiffs got  C and C(1) schedule of land being legal heirs of Mahiruddin and 
late Jamal Sk and plaintiff no-2(a) purchased D(1) &F(1) schedule land from 
defendant no-1 and Jochimuddin.  

4. That plaintiffs no-1(a)(b) purchased a part of F schedule land from Kazimuddin Sk 
and now the plaintiffs are become total 6B of land as described in G schedule  land. 

Plaintiffs to prove all the above facts exhibited certified copy of two registered sale deed i.e 
Ext- 6 and 7. Both  such documents proves the fact that defendant no-5 Narayan Chandra 
Das purchased land measuring 1B-2K-1OL from defendants no-2(a)  and through Ext-7 
plaintiffs no-1(a)&1(b) purchased 1B of land from one Kachua Bewa and defendants no-
3(iii). Plaintiffs in this case submitted certain unregistered allegedly deeds of transfer vide 
Ext-4,5,&8. The plaintiffs side failed to prove Ext-4,5&8 documents before the court  by 
calling any of the witnesses of such documents. After careful and meticulous perusal of all 
such documents it has clearly appears before the court in Ext-4, 5&8 there is no boundary 
of land sold and interestingly in all such documents there is no consideration of sale. It is the 
admitted position of law that a transfer by way of sale having no consideration is not valid. 
More also such documents not proved before this court as per provisions established by 
law.  
The plaintiffs side in this case failed to prove the facts that defendant no-1, from 3 ½ B of 
land sold 3B-2K-10L to defendant no-7,8&9 and plaintiffs side even failed adduce any 
documents in that aspect before this court.  The plaintiffs side failed to prove the fact that 
predecessor of defendant  defendants no-2(a) -2(b) sold out 3B of land to defendants no-5 
and 6 and now the defendant no-2(a)&2(b) possessing only E(1) schedule of land and to 
prove such facts nothing has adduces by the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs side further failed to 
prove the fact that  predecessor of defendants no-3(i) to (vii) sold his entire share of 3 ½ B 
of land to defendant no-2(a) and plaintiffs no-1(a) to (b) from F and F(1) schedule land and  
predecessor of defendants no-4(i) to (iv) sold 1B-3K-15L from B schedule land to defendant 
no-1,6 and plaintiff no-1(a) and plaintiff no-2(a) purchased D(1) &F(1) schedule land from 
defendant no-1 and Jochimuddin. Only PW-1 in his cross-examination admitted the  fact 
that defendants named Narayan Das and Astomi Das purchase 3 ½ B of land and both of 
them possessing the same.  
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1. That  defendant no-1, from 3 ½ B of land sold 3B-2K-10L to defendant no-7,8&9 and now his 

share possessing by the purchaser and predecessor of defendant  defendants no-2(a) -2(b) sold out 

3B of land to defendants no-5 and 6 and now the defendant no-2(a)&2(b) possessing only E(1) 

schedule of land. 

2. That predecessor of defendants no-3(i) to (vii) sold his entire share of 3 ½ B of land to defendant 

no-2(a) and plaintiffs no-1(a) to (b) from F and F(1) schedule land. 

3.  That predecessor of defendants no-4(i) to (iv) sold 1B-3K-15L from B schedule land to defendant 

no-1,6 and plaintiff no-1(a) and remaining ¼ B possessing by defendants no-4(i).  

4. That plaintiffs got  C and C(1) schedule of land being legal heirs of Mahiruddin and late Jamal Sk 

and plaintiff no-2(a) purchased D(1) &F(1) schedule land from defendant no-1 and Jochimuddin.  
How the plaintiffs become the owner of entire G schedule land that facts is not proved 
before the court from the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiffs side. This suit has 
been filed by the plaintiffs for partition of suit land, separation of records of rights etc. It is 
the settled provisions of law that in a suit for partition the shares of all the co-sharers 
required to be mentioned with the specific boundary of each share. Whereas the plaintiffs in 
this suit failed to described the suit land by giving boundary of each of schedules of land. 
The evidences of plaintiffs side clears the fact that plaintiffs being the legal heirs of late 
Padura Sk have their shares over the entire land of Ext-1, but whether plaintiffs become 
owner G schedule land that facts is not proved from the evidences of plaintiffs side.  
Therefore, in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that plaintiffs 
side failed to prove their right, title, interest over G schedule land. Hence this issue is 
answered in negative and against the plaintiffs. 
 
11. ISSUE NO-5 WHETHER PREDECESSOR PLAINTIFFS, DEFENDANTS NO-1 TO 3  HAS OWNED 

FOUR BIGHAS EACH LAND IN A SCHEDULE LAND:-  
 The documentary evidences of plaintiffs side proves the fact that land measuring an area of 
16B of khatian no-14, recorded in the name of Mahiruddin SK, Jamaluddin SK, both the are 
legal heirs Padura SK, Abdul SK legal heir of Safurruddin, Kazimuddin SK, Kamuluddin SK 
and Jachimuddin SK. Ext-1 is the certified copy of said Final Khatian. Ext-2 is one land 
holding certificate that supported the fact that name of Jamaluddin has been recorded along 
with 20 persons over land of patta no-118, dag no-63 and 61. Ext-1 & 2 documents 
supported and proved the fact that suit land as described in A schedule of plaint originally 
owned and possessed by the late Padura Sk, predecessor of plaintiffs; late Saforuddin Sk -
predecessor of defendant no-1; Late Komuluddin -predecessor of defendants no-2(a) and 
2(b); Late Jochimuddin predecessor of defendant 3(i) to (vii) were tenants  and each had ¼ 
share i.e 4B each specifically described in A schedule land of plaint.  
Upon the above it can be safely decide here that predecessor of plaintiffs , defendants no-1 
to 3 has owned four Bighas each land in A schedule land of plaint. Hence this issue is 
answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiffs.  
 

12. ISSUE NO-7&8:- RELIEFS 
 
All the issues above are co-relates with each other and  same in nature, that is why all the 
issues above taken together for discussion and decision. In the light of discussion and 
decision made in issue no-4&6, the plaintiffs are entitled to get any reliefs as prayed for.  
Hence both issues above are answered  in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff. 
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              ORDER 
 
13. In the result plaintiff suit is dismissed on contest with cost. 
14.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
15.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this court 
on    27th day of January , 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  

          

 

                                                       APPENDIX 

 

 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES           PW-1 Rafiqul Haque 

                                                                  PW-2 Nafsar Ali 

      PW-3 Ramanath Roy 

                                                                  PW-4 Harish Chandra Rahi Das 

      PW-5 Khagendra Nath Roy 

              PW-6 Kishore Kumar Tamuli 

2. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -Ext-1 Certified copy of Final Khatian 
                                               Ext-2 Land holding Certificate 

                                               Ext-3 Rent receipt 

                                               Ext-4,5&8 Un- registered deeds 

                                               Ext-6&7 Certified copy of deeds 

 

 

 

 

 

 MUNSIFF NO-1 

                                                                    Dhubri 


